
of aboonnality missed In view of 

It. potential for harm to the 
patient. 

The emulations do not mandate 
any course of action, but they do 

nate that U s corrected report Is 
lensed it anal OM* clearly the rea-

son log issuing a corrected report. 
I hope this update, based on 

information not available to Dr. 
- Depplsch at the time the original 

' response was prepared. will avoid 

confusion about the points raised 

by Dr. Kuklinca. 

Richard A. Savage, MD 
Editor, Q & A 

Autopsy 
I would like to commend Dr. 

Wagner for Ids provocative and 

disallereging editorial,' e autopsy: 

our moral obligation' (March CAP 

TODAY). 
The drastic decline In the per 

 of hospital autopsies con-

stitute. a danger to the expansion 
of odentific knowledge, Although 

aB medical practitioners should be 

concerned about this glaring defi-

ciency. the teeponsibillty for focus 

Mg attention on this problem and 

spearheading actions and programs 

designed to trireme tille unaccept-

able trend falls logically on the 

misoulden of pathologina. 
An additional raison for the 

decline In the performance of hoe-
pita/ autopsies Is the alrnmt para-

noid concern among clinician, and 
hcaptal adminiatraton that • poet-
money% examination will reveal 
additional information that may 

preclpitete or facilitate medical 
rnalpract kr lawsuits against them 

end the /usepstaL It le my opinion. 

based oat dIscusalons with physi-

ciana and hoepital administrative 

personnel, as well as attorneys. 

Tensity members of deceased pa-

tients. and lomnak pathology con-

sultant; that this her Is the ens* 

reason for the prodpitous drop in 

the swam ram. After all. If staff 

phy•idans and hospital admhietra-

ton truly wanted to obtain more 

autoptles, accomplishing this ob-

lective would not be a problem. 

The lay public today Ie much more 

attuned to advancement, In medi-

cal science than In past decades. 

and would be more resporuive to 

▪ eensitive and cogent request for 
• postmortem examln•tion. 

Pathologists are arguably the 

most oblective of all medical spe-

cialists by virtue of the nature of 

their practice. We are not police 

officers, but we are chroniclers of 

diocese faction and ultimate deter-

miners of the cause, of death. 

Medical science cannot be expected 

to continue to advance If we do 

not obtain adequate and emend. 

data vie autopsies. It Is understand- 

eble that physicians are distressed 

and uptight about medical mai- 

practice Iltigetion. But thin problem 

will not be antellorated or solved 
by Ignoring and di...editing the 
most Important diagnostic tool In 
caws of death. 

Cyril H. Wecht, MD, ID 
Chairman, 

Department of Pathology 

Central Medhal Center & Hospital 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dr. Wagner's editorial makes a 

strong case for the value of the 

autopsy In the practice of medicine, 

and I agree with hla views. How-

.% nowhere In the editorial does 

he mention what has to be the 

melor lector In the decline of 

autopsy use: The clinician who 

requests en autopsy is at rlak that 

It will &dons an overlooked dies-

noels or • diagnostic error which. 

at least In Michigan. will inevitably 

mint the strong possibility of our 

creaks' litigation by the family of 

the deceased. 
To pontificate about "the morel 

baste for our aunspry obligation" 
without recognizing this "Catch-

2.1' situation and to Imply one is 

immoral for not requesting an 

autopsy le unfair to our clinical 

colleagues. 
Rather than cancans Unreels. 

with the morality of physician. 

I suggest the CAP devote more 

of Its efforts toward modifying 
the medical-legal climate that 
tends to preclude the autopsy's use 

In its proper role as a diagnostic 
procedure. 

Edwin M. Knights MD 
Performance Amnon. 

Profeenonais 
Bloomfield Has, Mich_ 

CAP President Loyd Wagner, MD, 

neopmsdet The letters concerning 

the fear of litigation as the reason 

why clinicians do not request per-

minion for the performance of 

autopsies have validity. I num-

Nonni this fear of litigation in my 

recent edltoriei are a reason for the 

decline In autopey percentages. 

While I do not dwell on this 

*aped, 1 do not minirnis• its 

impact. 
However, as with most things, 

there are multiple facets to the 

problem. For runty case hi which 

en mammy has led to 

ketencns con be cited when the 

autopsy has prevented the filing of 

laustuit, or has vindicated the cli-

nician at trial. The numbers on 

either side are Impossible to soli-

der.. The reluctance to request the 

*miaow to oefides the qualIty of 

onnikel Dery is only a reflection of 

the antipathy of many physiriens 

and median! staffs to a formal 

imam. of the quality of medical 

arm This problem rill be maga. 

fled su practice guidelines are 

developed and imposed upon the 

enedloef community by federal 
mandate and third-perry payers 

In these time, when public 

accountability is increasingly 
demanded, malpractice liability 

must be addressed, Liability and 

litigation are not feat problems for 

pathology and medicine; they are 

contra! problems. When a manu-

facturer can be held fiscally respon-

sible for the lass of a hand of a 

worker who consciously circum-

vents well-designed and clearly 

labeled se/sty guards, the whole 

tort system is seriously flawed, 

Reform I. not the soli responsibil-

ity of the CAP. While we wait for 

reform, however, we should not 

avoid our duty to patients and to 

the profession, 	 0 
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